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Advanced Placement 2-D Art and Design 

Grades 11 and 12 

Course Overview 
 

 

Advanced Placement 2-D Art and Design is a one-year course that offers students the 

opportunity to pursue college level work in art. It is intended for the highly motivated student 

interested in inquiry-based thinking and making. This course prepares the student for the AP 2-D 

Art and Design Studio Exam. The course work is based on the creation of a portfolio of work to 

demonstrate inquiry through art and design and development of materials, processes, and ideas 

over the course of a year. Portfolios include works of art and design, process documentation, and 

written information about the work presented. In May, students submit portfolios based on 

specific criteria , which include skillful synthesis of materials, processes, and ideas and sustained 

investigation through practice, experimentation, and revision, guided by questions. Students may 

choose to submit the AP Portfolio Exam. 

 

The AP 2-D Art and Design course is designed to be the equivalent of a one-semester, 

introductory college course in 2-D art and design. The AP Program works cooperatively with 

high school teachers and students to complete a college level course and permits colleges to 

evaluate, acknowledge, and encourage that accomplishment through appropriate credit and 

placement. 

 

This 5-credit full year course helps fulfill the state graduation requirement for at least 5 credits in 

Visual and Performing Arts. 

 

The curriculum is aligned to the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards and the 

National Core Arts Standards for Visual and Performing Arts. 
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Unit of 

Study 
Pacing 

NJCCC / National 

Standards 

Essential 

Questions 

Enduring 

Understandings 

Learning 

Targets 

Assessment: 

Formative & 

Summative 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

21st Century 

Life & 

Career 

Standards 

2D Design 

Portfolio 

5 days 1.3.12.D.4 Analyze the 

syntax and 

compositional and 

stylistic principles of 

two- and three-

dimensional artworks in 

multiple art media 

(including computer-

assisted artwork), and 

interpret themes and 

symbols suggested by 

the artworks. 

 

1.3.12.D.5 Identify the 

styles and artistic 

processes used in the 

creation of culturally 

and historically diverse 

two- and three-

dimensional artworks 

and emulate those styles 

by creating an original 

body of work. 

 

 1.4.12.A.3 Develop 

informed personal 

responses to an 

assortment of artworks 

across the four arts 

disciplines (dance, 

music, theatre, and 

visual art), using 

historical significance, 

craftsmanship, cultural 

context, and originality 

What is a 

portfolio? 

 

How can a 

portfolio reveal 

an artist’s 

growth and 

development? 

 

What informs 

why, how, and 

what artists and 

designers make? 

 

How do artists 

and designers 

make works of 

art and design? 

 

Why and how 

do artists and 

designers 

present their 

work to 

viewers? 

 

How do 

underlying 

structures guide 

the creation of 

works of art? 

 

 

Artists and 

designers shape 

artistic 

investigations, 

following or 

breaking with 

traditions in 

pursuit of 

creative 

artmaking goals.  

 

Artists and 

designers 

balance 

experimentation 

and safety, 

freedom and 

responsibility 

while developing 

and creating 

artworks. 

 

Artists and other 

presenters 

consider various 

techniques, 

methods, venues, 

and criteria when 

analyzing, 

selecting, and 

curating objects 

artifacts, and 

artworks for 

preservation and 

presentation 

The AP 2-D Art and 

Design portfolio 

Exam is based on 

the submission of a 

portfolio of work 

for evaluation at the 

end of the school 

year. 

 

This portfolio is 

designated for work 

that focuses on the 

use of two 

dimensional 

elements and 

principles of art and 

design, including 

point, line, shape, 

plane, layer, form, 

space, texture, 

color, value, 

opacity, 

transparency, time, 

unity, variety, 

rhythm, movement, 

proportion, scale, 

balance, emphasis, 

contrast, repetition, 

figure/ground 

relationship, 

connection, 

juxtaposition, and 

hierarchy. Students 

should consider how 

materials, processes, 

Student’s 

portfolio scores 

are a final, end-

of -course, 

summative 

assessment of 

their learning 

related to 

portfolio 

requirements 

and assessment 

criteria.  

 

Each portfolio is 

evaluated by a 

minimum of 

three and a 

maximum of 

seven faculty 

consultants 

(artists/educators 

who have been 

carefully 

selected and 

specially trained 

by Educational 

Testing Service). 

Each of the 

sections is 

reviewed 

independently 

based on scoring 

guidelines for 

that section. 

 

Using proper 

conventions and 

grammar when 

speaking and 

writing. 

 

Collaborating and 

discussing high 

level ideas with 

classmates and 

team members. 

 

 Engage in 

multiple forms of 

discussion in 

order to process, 

make sense of, 

and learn from 

others’ ideas, 

observations, and 

experiences. 

 

Integrate and 

evaluate multiple 

sources of 

information 

presented in 

diverse formats 

and media. 

 

Use measuring 

skills and tools to 

format and mat or 

mount  art works. 

 

CRP2. Apply 

appropriate 

academic and 

technical 

skills.  

 

CRP5. 

Consider the 

environmental, 

social and 

economic 

impacts of 

decisions.  

 

CRP6. 

Demonstrate 

creativity and 

innovation.  

 

CRP11. Use 

technology to 

enhance 

productivity.  



 

as criteria for assigning 

values to the works. 

 

1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how 

an artist’s technical 

proficiency may affect 

the creation or 

presentation of a work of 

art, as well as how the 

context in which a work 

is performed or shown 

may impact perceptions 

of its 

significance/meaning. 

 

1.4.12.B.3 Determine 

the role of art and 

artmaking in a global 

society by analyzing the 

influence of technology 

on the visual, 

performing, and 

multimedia arts for 

consumers, creators, and 

performers around the 

world. 

 

National Standards 

VA:Cr1.2.IIIa Choose 

from a range of 

materials and methods 

of traditional and 

contemporary artistic 

practices, following or 

breaking established 

conventions, to plan the 

making of multiple 

works of art and design 

based on a theme, idea, 

or concept.  

 

 

 Individual 

aesthetic and 

empathetic 

awareness 

developed 

through 

engagement with 

art can lead to 

understanding 

and appreciation 

of self, others, 

the natural 

world, and 

constructed 

environments. 

 

Visual imagery 

influences 

understanding of 

and responses to 

the world. 

 

 People gain 

insights into 

meanings of 

artworks by 

engaging in the 

process of art 

criticism.  

 

People evaluate 

art based on 

various criteria. 

and ideas can be 

used to make work 

that exists on a flat 

surface. 

 

Students can work 

with any materials, 

processes, and 

ideas. Graphic 

design, digital 

imaging, 

photography, 

collage, fabric 

design, weaving, 

fashion design, 

fashion illustration, 

painting, and 

printmaking are 

among the 

possibilities for 

submission. Still 

images from videos 

or film are accepted. 

Composite images 

may be submitted. 

 

The choice of 

technique, medium, 

style, form, subject, 

and content will be 

made in 

consultation with 

the teacher. 

 

Submit works in the 

following sections: 

Selected Works- 

(40% of total score) 

Physical works or 

high-quality printed 

reproductions of 

Rubrics will be 

used as 

formative 

assessment 

criteria to give 

students 

feedback on how 

their work aligns 

with portfolio 

requirements 

and evaluation 

criteria. 

 

Unit quizzes, 

tests and 

projects; open 

response 

questions; 

presentations; 

classroom and 

small group 

discussions. 

 

Student written 

self-response 

form. 

 

Process Folio 

 

The College 

Board Scoring 

Guidelines 

 

Museum Report 

 

Rubric 

 

 Demonstrate safe 

use of art 

materials, 

ingredients, and 

equipment. 

 



 

VA:Cr2.1.IIIa 

Experiment, plan, and 

make multiple works of 

art and design that 

explore a personally 

meaningful theme, idea, 

or concept.   

 

VA:Cr3.1.IIIa Reflect 

on, re-engage, revise, 

and refine works of art 

or design considering 

relevant traditional and 

contemporary criteria as 

well as personal artistic 

vision. 

 

VA:Pr6.1.IIIa Curate a 

collection of objects, 

artifacts, or artwork to 

impact the viewer’s 

understanding of social, 

cultural, and/or political 

experiences. 

 

VA:Re9.1.IIIa Construct 

evaluations of a work of 

art or collection of 

works based on differing 

sets of criteria. 

 

VA:Cn10.1.IIIa 

Synthesize knowledge of 

social, cultural, 

historical, and personal 

life with art-making 

approaches to create 

meaningful works of art 

or design.  

physical works that 

each demonstrate 

synthesis of 

materials, processes, 

and ideas using 2-D 

art and design skills. 

Along with each 

work, students will 

submit written 

responses to 

prompts about the 

work. 

 

Sustained 

Investigation- (60% 

of total score) a 

body of works of art 

and process 

documentation that 

demonstrate 

sustained 

investigation 

through practice, 

experimentation, 

and revision. 

Along with each 

work, students will 

submit written 

responses to 

prompts about the 

work. 
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Unit of 

Study 
Pacing 

NJCCC / National 

Standards 

Essential 

Questions 

Enduring 

Understandings 

Learning 

Targets 

Assessment: 

Formative & 

Summative 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

21st Century 

Life & Career 

Standards 

2D Design: 

Selected 

Works 

Ongoing 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish 

innovative applications 

of the elements of art 

and principles of design 

in visual artworks from 

diverse cultural 

perspectives and identify 

specific cross-cultural 

themes. 

 

1.3.12.D.2 Produce an 

original body of artwork 

in one or more art 

mediums that 

demonstrate mastery of 

visual literacy, methods, 

techniques, and cultural 

understanding. 

 

1.4.12.B.1 Formulate 

criteria for arts 

evaluation using the 

principles of positive 

critique and observation 

of the elements of art 

and principles of design, 

and use the criteria to 

evaluate works of dance, 

music, theatre, visual, 

and multimedia artwork 

from diverse cultural 

contexts and historical 

eras. 

 

1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how 

an artist’s technical 

What informs 

why, how, and 

what artists 

and designers 

make? 

 

How do artists 

and designers 

make works of 

art and 

design? 

 

Why and how 

do artists and 

designers 

present their 

work to 

viewers? 

 

What is meant 

by a well-

informed 

sense of 

composition? 

 

What is the 

importance of 

design and 

craftsmanship 

in a work of 

art? 

 

How does the 

artist’s skill 

and discipline 

turn notions 

 People create 

and interact with 

objects, places, 

and design that 

define, shape, 

enhance, and 

empower their 

lives. 

 

Through 

artmaking, 

people make 

meaning by 

investigating 

and developing 

awareness of 

perceptions, 

knowledge, and 

experiences. 

 

People develop 

ideas and 

understandings 

of society, 

culture, and 

history through 

their interactions 

with and 

analysis of art.  

Create physical 

works that each 

demonstrate synthesis 

of materials, 

processes, and ideas 

using 2-D art and 

design skills. 

 

Along with each 

work, students will 

complete  written 

responses to prompts 

about the work. 

 

For each work, 

students must state 

the following in 

writing:      Idea(s) 

visually evident 

 

Materials used 

 

Processes used 

 

Practice decision 

making and intention 

in the compositional 

use of the elements 

and principles of 

design. 

 

Display originality, 

imagination and 

invention in 

composed work. 

 

Unit quizzes, 

tests and 

projects; open 

response 

questions; 

presentations; 

classroom and 

small group 

discussions. 

 

The College 

Board Scoring 

Guidelines 

Journal probes 

Museum 

Report 

Using proper 

conventions and 

grammar when 

speaking and 

writing. 

 

Collaborating and 

discussing high 

level ideas with 

classmates and 

team members. 

 

 Engage in 

multiple forms of 

discussion in 

order to process, 

make sense of, 

and learn from 

others’ ideas, 

observations, and 

experiences. 

 

Integrate and 

evaluate multiple 

sources of 

information 

presented in 

diverse formats 

and media. 

 

Use measuring 

skills and tools to 

format and mat or 

mount  art works. 

 

CRP2. Apply 

appropriate 

academic and 

technical skills.  

 

CRP4. 

Communicate 

clearly and 

effectively and 

with reason.  

 

CRP5. Consider 

the 

environmental, 

social and 

economic 

impacts of 

decisions.  

 

CRP6. 

Demonstrate 

creativity and 

innovation.  

 

CRP11. Use 

technology to 

enhance 

productivity.  



 

proficiency may affect 

the creation or 

presentation of a work of 

art, as well as how the 

context in which a work 

is performed or shown 

may impact perceptions 

of its 

significance/meaning. 

 

National Standards 

 VA:Cr1.1.Iia 

Individually or 

collaboratively 

formulate new creative 

problems based on 

student’s existing 

artwork. 

 

VA:Cr1.2.IIIa  Choose 

from a range of 

materials and methods 

of traditional and 

contemporary artistic 

practices, following or 

breaking established 

conventions, to plan the 

making of multiple 

works of art and design 

based on a theme, idea, 

or concept.  

into a quality 

product? 

 

How would 

you judge the 

quality or 

success of the 

work in a 

portfolio? 

Show engagement 

with experimentation, 

and/or risk taking to 

compose work. 

 

Use art materials and 

media with technical 

competence and skill 

to effectively express 

ideas. 

 

(Work may have 

been created quickly 

or over a long period 

of time; it may be 

representational, 

abstract, stylized or it 

may show a 

combination of any 

of these 

characteristics.) 

  

The five works 

chosen for the 

Selected Works 

section may come 

from the student's 

Sustained 

Investigation section, 

but they don't have 

to.  

 

They may be a group 

of related works, 

unrelated works, or a 

combination of 

related and unrelated 

works.  

Demonstrate safe 

use of art 

materials, 

ingredients, and 

equipment. 
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Unit of Study Pacing 
NJCCC / National 

Standards 

Essential 

Questions 

Enduring 

Understandings 

Learning 

Targets 

Assessment: 

Formative & 

Summative 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

21st Century 

Life & Career 

Standards 

2D Design: 

Sustained 

Investigation 

Ongoing 1.4.12.B.1 Formulate 

criteria for arts 

evaluation using the 

principles of positive 

critique and 

observation of the 

elements of art and 

principles of design, 

and use the criteria to 

evaluate works of 

dance, music, theatre, 

visual, and 

multimedia artwork 

from diverse cultural 

contexts and 

historical eras. 

 

1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate 

how an artist’s 

technical proficiency 

may affect the 

creation or 

presentation of a 

work of art, as well as 

how the context in 

which a work is 

performed or shown 

may impact 

perceptions of its 

significance/meaning. 

 

1.4.12.B.3 Determine 

the role of art and 

artmaking in a global 

society by analyzing 

the influence of 

What informs 

why, how, and 

what artists and 

designers 

make? 

 

How do artists 

and designers 

make works of 

art and design? 

 

Why and how 

do artists and 

designers 

present their 

work to 

viewers? 

 

How do 

underlying 

structures 

unconsciously 

guide the 

creation of art 

works? 

 

What is a 

visual sustained 

investigation? 

 

How can art 

works 

demonstrate 

sustained 

investigation ? 

People create 

and interact with 

objects, places, 

and design that 

define, shape, 

enhance, and 

empower their 

lives. 

 
Through 

artmaking, 

people make 

meaning by 

investigating 

and developing 

awareness of 

perceptions,  
knowledge, and 

experiences. 

 
Artists and 

designers shape 

artistic 

investigations, 

following or 

breaking with 

traditions in 

pursuit of 

creative 

artmaking 

goals.  
 
Artists and other 

presenters 

consider various 

techniques, 

Create a body of 

works of art and 

process 

documentation that 

demonstrates 

sustained 

investigation through 

practice, 

experimentation, and 

revision. 

Along with each 

work, students will 

submit written 

responses to prompts 

about the work. 

 

Submit a body of 

work unified by a 

sustained 

investigation through 

art and design that is 

an inquiry-based, in 

depth study of 

materials, processes, 

and ideas done over 

time. (12 images; 

some may be details.) 

 

Formulate questions 

that guide a sustained 

investigation through 

art and design.  

 

Conduct a sustained 

investigation through 

art and design that 

The College 

Board Scoring 

Guidelines 

 

Student Self-

Assessments: 

Annotated 

artworks 

 

Constructed 

response 

items 

 

Critique: 

Group and 

Individual 

 

Student 

Checklist for 

Portfolio 

Evidence 

 

Museum 

report 

Using proper 

conventions and 

grammar when 

speaking and 

writing. 

 

Collaborating and 

discussing high 

level ideas with 

classmates and 

team members. 

 

 Engage in 

multiple forms of 

discussion in 

order to process, 

make sense of, 

and learn from 

others’ ideas, 

observations, and 

experiences. 

 

Integrate and 

evaluate multiple 

sources of 

information 

presented in 

diverse formats 

and media. 

 

Use measuring 

skills and tools to 

format and mat or 

mount  art works. 

 

CRP4. 

Communicate 

clearly and 

effectively and 

with reason.  

 

CRP6. 

Demonstrate 

creativity and 

innovation.  

 

CRP8. Utilize 

critical thinking 

to make sense 

of problems 

and persevere 

in solving 

them.  

 

CRP10. Plan 

education and 

career paths 

aligned to 

personal goals.  

 

CRP11- Use 

technology to 

enhance 

productivity. 

 

CRP12. Work 

productively in 

teams while 

using cultural 

global 

competence. 



 

technology on the 

visual, performing, 

and multimedia arts 

for consumers, 

creators, and 

performers around 

the world. 

 

1.4.12.A.2 Speculate 

on the artist’s intent 

using discipline-

specific arts 

terminology and 

citing embedded 

clues to substantiate 

the hypothesis. 

 

1.4.12.A.3 Develop 

informed personal 

responses to an 

assortment of 

artworks across the 

four arts disciplines 

(dance, music, 

theatre, and visual 

art), using historical 

significance, 

craftsmanship, 

cultural context, and 

originality as criteria 

for assigning values 

to the works. 

 

1.3.12.D.3 Organize 

an exhibit of personal 

works of visual art 

that convey a high 

level of 

understanding of how 

the expression of 

ideas relates to the art 

methods, 

venues, and 

criteria when 

analyzing, 

selecting, and 

curating objects 

artifacts, and 

artworks for 

preservation and 

presentation. 

demonstrates 

practice, 

experimentation, and 

revision guided by 

questions. 

 

Make works of art 

and design that 

demonstrate synthesis 

of materials, 

processes, and ideas. 

 

Materials, processes, 

and ideas used to 

make a work of art or 

design may be 

visually unrelated or 

disconnected within a 

work. They may be 

related or connected; 

or they may be 

synthesized. 

Synthesis of 

materials, processes, 

and ideas of works of 

art and design is 

demonstrated by 

visual evidence of 

integration or 

coalescence of these 

components. 

 

Use of two-

dimensional elements 

and principles that 

shows visual 

evidence of skills that 

may include: 

 

Selecting materials, 

processes, and ideas 

 Demonstrate safe 

use of art 

materials, 

ingredients, and 

equipment. 

 



 

media, art mediums, 

and techniques used. 

 

National Standards 

VA:Cr2.1.IIIa 

Experiment, plan, and 

make multiple works 

of art and design that 

explore a personally 

meaningful theme, 

idea, or concept. 

 

VA:Cr3.1.IIIa  

Reflect on, re-engage, 

revise, and refine 

works of art or design 

considering relevant 

traditional and 

contemporary criteria 

as well as personal 

artistic vision.    

 

VA:Pr4.1.IIa  

Analyze, select, and 

critique personal 

artwork for a 

collection or portfolio 

presentation. 

 

VA:Pr5.1.IIIa  

Investigate, compare, 

and contrast methods 

for preserving and 

protecting art. 

 

VA:Re.7.1.IIIa 

Analyze how 

responses to art 

develop over time 

based on knowledge 

by considering how 

skills will be 

developed and 

demonstrated using 

those components.  

 

Selecting specific 

skills to develop and 

demonstrate within 

works of art or 

design. 

 

Developing specific 

skills through 

practice, 

experimentation, and 

revision. 

 

Identifying specific 

skills demonstrated 

within a work of art 

and design, providing 

visual evidence from 

the work to support 

identification. 

 

Describing how 

specific skills are 

demonstrated within 

a work of art and 

design, providing 

visual evidence from 

the work to support 

description. 

 

Exchanging 

constructive feedback 

about clarity of visual 

evidence of specific 

skills demonstrated 



 

of and experience 

with art and life. 

 

VA:Re.7.2.IIIa 

Determine the 

commonalities within 

a group of artists or 

visual images 

attributed to a 

particular type of art, 

timeframe, or culture.  

 

VA:Re8.1.IIIa 

Analyze differing 

interpretations of an 

artwork or collection 

of works in order to 

select and defend a 

plausible critical 

analysis.  

 

VA:Re9.1.IIIa 

Construct evaluations 

of a work of art or 

collection of works 

based on differing 

sets of criteria.  

 

VA:Cn10.1.IIIa 

Synthesize 

knowledge of social, 

cultural, historical, 

and personal life with 

art-making 

approaches to create 

meaningful works of 

art or design.  

within a work of art 

or design. 

 

Identify in writing, 

materials, processes, 

and ideas used to 

make works of art 

and design.  

 

Make strong 

connections between 

visual evidence seen 

in the work and the 

words used in 

writing. 

 

Identify, in writing, 

questions that guided 

a sustained 

investigation through 

art and design. 

 

Describe, in writing, 

how a sustained 

investigation through 

art and design shows 

evidence of practice, 

experimentation, and 

revision guided by 

questions.  

 

Document 

presentation of works 

of art and design for 

viewer interpretation. 

 

All investigation 

works  must be 

submitted as 15 

digital images of 

works of art and 



 

process 

documentation that 

demonstrate 

sustained 

investigation through 

practice, 

experimentation and 

revision through the 

AP College Board 

Digital Submission 

Web Site. 
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Art Student’s College Guide by Linda Sweetow and Carol Brown 

Published by Macmillan, NY 

Assessment in Art Education by Donna Kay Beattie 
Published by Davis Publications, MA 
 

The Creative Edge by Mary Todd Beam 
Published by North Light Books, OH. 
 

Design Synectics by Nicholas Roukes 
Published by Davis Publications, MA 
 

Launching the Imagination: A Comprehensive Guide to Basic Design by Mary Stewart 
Published by McGraw Hill, NY 
 

Living With Art by Mark Getlein 
Published by McGraw Hill, NY 
 

The Parent’s Guide to College Admissions by Marjorie Nieuwenhuis  

Published by Kaplan Educational Centers and Simon & Schuster, NY 
 

Thinking through Aesthetics by Marilyn G. Stewart 
Published by Davis Publications, MA 
 

Periodicals 
American Artist 
Art in America 
Art News 
 

DVDs/CDs 
Art: 21 Art in the Twenty First Century     PBS Series 
 

A library of college and art school catalogs is kept on a bookshelf in the classroom for student reference. 
 

 

 

WEBLIOGRAPHY 
 

http://apcentral.collegeboard.com 
 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-2-d-art-and-design?course=ap-2-d-art-and-design 
 

http://www.artcyclopedia.com/museums/art-museums-in-usa-new-jersey.html 
 

http://www.artcyclopedia.com/museums/art-museums-in-usa-new-york.html 
 

http://www.cbsnews.com/video/sunday/ 
 

http://www.pbs.org/art21/ 
 

http://www.tineye.com/ 
 

http://www.theartassignment.com/assignments-landing/ 
 

MoMA | MoMA Learning 
 

Google Classroom Site for AP Art and Design students maintained by teacher 

 

 

http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/
https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-2-d-art-and-design?course=ap-2-d-art-and-design
http://www.artcyclopedia.com/museums/art-museums-in-usa-new-jersey.html
http://www.artcyclopedia.com/museums/art-museums-in-usa-new-york.html
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/sunday/
http://www.pbs.org/art21/
http://www.tineye.com/
http://www.theartassignment.com/assignments-landing/
http://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning
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ASSOCIATED JOBS LIST BY UNIT 

 

 

Unit 1: 

2D Design Portfolio 

Illustrator 

Museum art educator 

Museum Photographer 

Slide Librarian 

Gallery Assistant 

Exhibit Coordinator 

Unit 2: 

Selected Works 

Toy designer  

Model builder 

Illustrator 

Museum Art Educator 

Mural Artist 

Art Restorer 

Art Reviewer 

Art Therapist 

Art Critic 

Unit 3: 

Sustained Investigation 

Illustrator 

Museum Art Educator 

Museum Photographer 

Slide Librarian 

Gallery Assistant 

Exhibit Coordinator 

Toy Designer  

Model Builder 

Museum Art Educator 

Mural Artist 

Art Restorer 

Art Reviewer 

Poster Artist 

Sign Painter 

Layout Designer 

Cartographer 

Multimedia Graphic Artist 

Art Education 

 


